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Abstract— Today, many organizations are collaborating in
certain businesses but competing in others. They may provide
“similar” or “competitive” services to customers. When multiple
autonomous organizations collaborate and integrate theirdata
to perform analysis, sensitive business information of individual
parties such as the information about the competitive services can
be easily leaked to the other parties during the process. Once
a party knows this sensitive information of the other party, it
can do something bad to this party. This sensitive information
is considered as the (competitive) privacy of the parties. In
this paper, we propose to prevent any party from inferring
the sensitive information of all other parties over the integrated
data. We propose and develop a query restriction strategy called
competition-free for this problem. We show that this strategy
protects competitive privacy. The algorithm implementing the
query restriction strategy is also presented. Experimental results
show that our proposed method guarantees the protection of
competitive privacy with only a significantly small amount of
queries being restricted.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Sequence data analysis has been studied extensively in
the literature [28], [29], [25], [19]. However, most previous
works focus on analyzing sequence data collected from a
single source or party. In many applications such as logistics
and transportation, sequence data comes from more than one
source or party. Occasionally, some autonomous enterprises
may want to integrate their sequence data in order to organize
their business activities together. However, sensitive business
information of individual parties can be easily leaked to the
other parties during the process. This paper proposes the
notion of competitive privacyto protect sensitive business
information of individual enterprises such that collaborative
data analysis can be carried out in a competitive business
environment.

In a competitiveenvironment, multiple parties compete with
each other with similar or competitive services for customers.
If one party obtains the information about the statistics of
competitive services of other parties, she can do something
bad to other parties. As a motivating example, consider the
collaboration between a bus companyB and a metro company
M in a city that has implemented RFID-based electronic trans-
portation payment systems (e.g., Washington DC’s SmarTrip
system, Hong Kong’s Octopus system and Japan’s Kansai
Thru Pass system). Each passenger has an RFID-card that
can be used as a form of e-money to pay the fare of various
transportations. Each transportation company participates in
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Fig. 1. A motivating example

the e-transport network records a huge volume of passenger
transactions every day (e.g., Hong Kong’s Octopus system
collected over 7 million transactions per day in 2003 [1]).
In this example, we can view each passenger traveling history
as a datasequence. In Figure 1, if a passenger traveled from
“Airport Bus Stop” to “Downtown Bus Stop” by bus, trans-
ferred from ‘Downtown Bus Stop’ to “Downtown Station”
(via a transfer terminal in “Downtown”) and finally traveled
from “Downtown Station” to “Uptown Station” by metro,
his/her traveling history can be represented as a data sequence
(“Airport Bus Stop”, “Downtown Bus Stop”, “Downtown
Station”, “Uptown Station”).

Suppose that the bus company and the metro company are
considering to collaborate and offer discounts to passengers
who traveled from the airport to uptown using a combination
of bus and metro (transited at Downtown). One interesting
query q1 is to ask the number of passengers who traveled
from “Airport Bus Stop” to “Uptown Station” via the transfer
terminal in ‘Downtown’. Even more, during data analysis,
queries are often refined to different abstraction levels bythe
data analysts interactively. For example, if a concept hierarchy
is defined for stations/stops like the one in Figure 2, then the
above query may be “rolled-up” by the user to ask for the
number of passengers who travel from “Airport District” to
“Uptown District” via the transfer terminal in “Downtown”.
All these operations can be handled by existing sequence
analytical systems such as [19], [29] efficiently.

However, in order to evaluate the analytical queries above,
both bus and metro have to firstintegratetheir passenger data,
which areownedand stored separately. LetDM be the data
owned byM and DB be the data owned byB. DM and
DB are integrated to form a new datasetDI . However, in
practice, we all know that bothM and B actually do not
want to disclose their data to their competitors (if possible).
This is because such ‘naked’ disclosure would definitely allow
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Fig. 2. A concept hierarchy for the motivating example

their competitors to obtain a lot of statistical information
about competitive services. As a simple example, assume
that there are two services operated byM and B separately
from “Downtown District” to “Bay District”. Specifically,M
operates a servicesM from “Downtown Station” to “Bay
Station” whileB operates a servicesB from “Downtown Bus
Stop” to “Bay Bus Stop”. If passengers want to travel from
“Downtown District” to “Bay District”, they may choose either
sM or sB. Thus, these two servicessM andsB arecompetitive.
Suppose thatM poses a query and observes that the total
number of passengers using servicesB (operated byB) is
extremely large compared with its own servicesM . M may
then offer discounts to customers who use its servicesM in
order to attract the customers originally using servicesB. It
is easy to see that, once there are discounts for servicesM ,
the original servicesB operated byB is definitely affected.
Thus, the statistical information about the total number of
passengers using thecompetitive servicesB can be regarded
as the (competitive)privacy of party B.

Let f(sB) be an aggregate value of a sequencesB over an
integrated datasetDI obtained from multiple parties. In the
example above,f is a countaggregate function andf(sB) is
the total number of customers using servicesB. f(sB) can be
regarded as the statistical information about the competitive
servicesB which should be protected. We say that there is a
breach ofcompetitive privacyif given a real numbere, other
parties (exceptB) can infer a valuef̃ for f(sB) such that
|f̃ − f(sB)| ≤ e.

Our objective is to prevent any competitive privacy breaches
during sequence data analysis. Specifically, suppose that party
M poses a queryq overDI . We want to determine whether the
answer ofq will lead M to infer a valuef̃ for f(sB), resulting
in a breach of competitive privacy. We call this problem as the
competitive privacy protectionproblem.

The problem we are studying has a lot of practical appli-
cations because many other industries are also facing similar
situations. For example, in the logistics industry,inter-model
transportation means that several logistics players collaborate
in a way that a domestic delivery company provides trucks
for cargo delivery in local area and an international delivery
company provides planes for delivery across different global
regions [5]. With the use of RFID technology, these players
collect a huge volume of sequence data (e.g., item trajectories)
and they often analyze the data in various abstraction level
(e.g., finding the total number of cargoes transferred from
a location to another location via a common transfer hub).

However, it is an inevitable fact that these players are indeed
competitors. For example, it may be possible that both the
plane and the domestic truck companies offer services between
Los Angeles and San Francisco. As another example, due to
the increasing popularity ofcloud computing, there are more
and more applications appear in the form of web services
(WS). Consider a siteS offering several common workflow
functions such as job scheduling or inventory monitoring as
web services. In this case, many companies’ workflow systems
would rely on those web services. These kinds of workflow
systems again generate tremendous amount of workflow (se-
quence) data daily. In order to analyze the process or debug
the global workflow, the companies participate in the workflow
need to integrate their workflow data with the web service log
data located atS. However, again, the process transitions in
a local workflow is regarded as a kind of sensitive business
information [14] and no companies are in fact willing to
disclose them if possible.

In this problem, we propose aquery restriction strategy
which restricts any queryq where its answer can lead to
a breach of competitive privacy. Although our strategy is a
query restriction strategy, it is fundamentally differentfrom
traditional query restriction strategies [10], [26], [17], [23],
[21] studied in the literature. Firstly, those strategies consider
the data from asingle source instead of multiple sources
studied in this paper. Secondly, they considerrelational data
while we consider sequence data.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows.

1) Existing privacy work mainly focuses on either the
protection ofindividual privacyor the data privacyof
a dataset owned by asingleparty. In practice, however,
competitive privacylocated inside someintegrateddata
has be to protected. In this paper, we propose the notion
of competitive privacy in order to formalize this very
important concept. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to address the protection of competitive privacy.

2) In order to protect competitive privacy in a sequence data
analysis environment, we develop a query restriction
strategy calledcompetition-free strategy. If a query q
is determined to becompetition-free, then we can guar-
antee that there is no breach of competitive privacy. The
strategy has the advantages that (a) determining whether
q is competition-free isindependentof all previous past
queries (most query auditing and restriction models need
to analyze the past query history); (b) ifq is identified as
not competition-free, it would get rejected withreasons.
Most query restriction approaches just reject the queries
that violate privacy requirements without giving any
reasons. That incurs rather negative user experience,
because a legitimate user would have to spend a long
time on trying another query without any hints.

3) We develop an efficient algorithm to implement the
competition-free strategy and carry out extensive experi-
ments to evaluate the strategy and the proposed methods.
Experimental results show that our method can protect



competitive privacy by restricting only a minor percent-
age of queries. Furthermore, because the competition-
free query restriction strategy does not require the analy-
sis of the past query history, the query restriction process
can be done efficiently without jeopardizing the overall
query processing performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related work. Section III presents the preliminary
terms used in this paper. Section IV presents competitive
privacy protection problem. Section V proposes a query re-
striction strategy called competition-free to protect competitive
privacy. Section VI presents the algorithm to implement the
strategy. Section VII presents the experimental results and
Section VIII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

There are two kinds of models when multiple parties are
involved for data analysis, namelytrusted party modeland
secure multi-party computation.

Trusted Party Model All parties involved for data analysis
give the data to atrustedparty [16] and the trusted party will
manipulate the dataset for data analysis. The trusted partycan
either be one of the involved parties or an external third-party.
There are abundant of existing works which rely on trusted
party model. Some examples are (1)data publishing, (2)
access controland (3)statistical databases. Data publishing
[30], [20], [18], [33] assumes that the trusted party can
read the original dataset and generate a modified data set
for publishing. Access control [8], [27], [22] focuses on the
enforcement of some authorization policies for users over the
data stored in the trusted party. Statistical databases return
the answers of aggregate queries issued by users over the
databases stored in a trusted party [2].

Data publishingis usually adopted when the data is target-
ing to thepublic for data mining. However, in this paper, only
the involved parties analyze the data, which is fundamentally
different from data publishing.Access controlfocuses on
determining whether ausercan access a piece of information
according to some authorization policies, but we focus on
determining whether a query will lead a party to infer any
statistical information about competitive services.

Statistical databases protect individuals’ privacy whilean-
swering various kinds of statistical queries. In general, there
are three major techniques used to protect privacy in statistical
databases, namelyquery restriction [10], [26], [17], [23],
output modification[2], [6], [9], [11] and data modification
[4], [24].

Output modificationis to add some random noise to the
answer of any queries for privacy protection.Data modifi-
cation is to modify the input data so that any queries are
answered based on themodifieddata. Since both approaches
modifies the output results or the input results in aminimal
way such as minimizing the errors, there is still privacy
breaches. Let us assume that the statistical information about
a competitive services is the number of customers using
s. Due to the minimization of the errors, if the number of

customers is a large number, the modified number obtained
by these approaches still remains large. Thus, both approaches
still disclose the statistical information abouts.

Query restrictionworks by denying queries that may lead
to privacy breaches, and returnsexact answers for the other
queries. Query restriction is sometimes referred asquery
auditing [10], [26], [17], [23] or inference control[32]. Query
restriction works by looking at the setQ of previously
answered queries and their corresponding query answers and
determining whether a new queryq should be denied because
of a privacy breach. In this paper, we use this approach.
Compared with output modification and data modification,
query restriction has its advantage to deny all accesses of
any information which can be used to infer the statistical
information about competitive services of one party such that
all other parties cannot obtain this information from the trusted
party.
Secure Multi-Party Computation. Secure multi-party (SMC)
computation allows multiple parties to compute aggregate
values [3], [12], [34] or perform data mining [13], [31]
over the data stored in different parties through cryptographic
protocols. However, due to the network overhead, carrying
out data analysis overdistributed data from different parties
is inefficient compared with acentralizedapproach.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the
protection of competitive privacywe defined in this paper.
Other works [7], [4] which focus on privacy preserving data
integration are also restricted to the protection ofindividual
but not the protection ofcompetitive privacyin the context of
sequence data analysis.

III. PRELIMINARY

We are given a setV of values that are associated with a
concept hierarchy. Figure 2 shows a concept hierarchy. Nodes
at the leaf level correspond to the values recorded in the data.
A nodeN is said to beground if it is at the leaf level.

It is noted that each value inV corresponds to a node in
the concept hierarchy. Without ambiguity, in the following,
we use the terms “nodes” and “values” interchangeably. Each
leaf nodeN is associated with anownership, denoted byN.T .
For example, since “Downtown Station” and “Uptown Station”
are values originated from the metro companyM ’s data, the
ownershipof these nodes areM . In Figure 2, the ownership
of a leaf node is next to itself. The non-leaf nodes such as
“Downtown District” and “Urban Region” are used for data
analysis and they do not have any ownership.

A sequences is represented in the form of(N1, N2, ..., Nk)
whereNl is a ground or non-ground value inV for l ∈ [1, k].
We say that this sequences is of length k. Implicitly, each
valueNi in s is associated with a timestamp, denoted byNi.ts,
where, for anyi, j ∈ [1, k] where i < j, Ni.ts < Nj.ts.
We assume that each sequence in a datasetD (of each party)
is owned by one customer and each customer owns at most
one sequence in the datasetD. Each sequences in datasetD
is associated with a customer ID, denoted bys.id. In RFID



applications, this ID corresponds to the ID of the RFID card
used by the customers.

A sequence is said to begroundif all values in the sequence
are ground. Given a sequences, if we form another sequences′

which is a result of inserting some values into some positions
of s without changing the ordering of the values ins, s′ is
called asuper-sequenceof s. We useα(s) to denote the set
of all possible super-sequences of a sequences. If s′ is a
super-sequence ofs, we say thats is a sub-sequenceof s′.

Suppose there arem parties, namelyP1, P2, ..., Pm, with
datasetsD1, D2, ..., Dm, respectively. Each customer can have
multiple sequences from multiple datasetsD1, D2, .., Dm

where each dataset contain at most one sequence for this
customer. In our motivating example, the integrated dataset
DI is integrated according to the timestamp of the values in
sequences stored inD1, D2, ..., Dm. Specifically, letC be the
set of customer IDs in all datasetsD1, D2, ..., Dm. For each
customer IDx in C, we obtain all sequencess with s.id = x
from all datasets. LetN be the multi-set of all values in the
sequencess with s.id = x. We generate a new sequence of
length|N | in the form of(N1, N2, ...N|N |) such that, for any
i, j ∈ [1, |N |] wherei < j, Ni.ts < Nj.ts. This new sequence
will be inserted into the integrated datasetDI .

For the ease of reference, let us summarize the notations
that we use in Table I.

Notation Description
V a set of values that are associated with a concept

hierarchy
N a value or a node in a concept hierarchy

N.T the ownership of nodeN
s a sequence in form of(N1, N2, ..., Nk)

α(s) the set of all possible super-sequences of sequence
s

P1, P2, ..., Pm the parties involved
D1, D2, ...,Dm the datasets owned by partiesP1, P2, ..., Pm

DI the data integrated fromD1, D2, ...,Dm

q a query in form of (s, f ) wheres is a sequence andf
is an aggregate function (e.g.,count)

|q| the length of the sequences specified in queryq
f(s) an aggregate value of sequences usingf over DI

KP (t) the knowledge of partyP at time t

t+ the time immediately after timet
t− the time immediately before timet

G(N) a set of all possible ancestor nodes ofN and itself
G−1(N) a set of all possible descendant leaf nodes ofN

G(s) a set of all possible sequences to whichs can be
generalized

G−1(s) a set of all possible ground sequences which can be
generalized tos

C(N) the close node set ofN
f̃(s|KP (t)) an inferred aggregate value of sequences using f

over DI by partyP with its knowledgeKP (t)
CVPS a set of all possible competitive value pairs

GS ground sequence set whereGS = CVPS
NS generalized sequence set whereNS = {s′|s′ ∈

G(s) for all s ∈ GS}
SS super-sequence set whereSS = {s′|s′ ∈

α(s) for all s ∈ NS}
AS AS = GS ∪ NS ∪ SS
CI competitive information

PS(q) provenance set of queryq

TABLE I

NOTATIONS

Definition 1 (Value Pair):A value pair s of a partyP is
defined to be a sequence of length 2 in the form of(N, N ′)
such thatN.T = N ′.T = P . Similarly, if s contains all ground
values,s is said to beground.

In our running example, a value pair ofP can be regarded
as a service operated byP from N to N ′.

Definition 2 (Query):Given an aggregate functionf and a
sequences, a queryq is defined to find an aggregate value
of s using f over dataDI (denoted byf(s)). Query q is
represented in form of(s, f).

We say that queryq specifiesan aggregate functionf of a
sequences. We also say thatq is specifiedwith a sequences.
There are many aggregate functions such ascount, max, min
andsum. For the sake of illustration, we focus on discussing
the aggregate functioncount1 because of its imperative roles
in various data analysis tasks such as OLAP, association rule
mining and decision tree learning. It is noted that the following
discussion also applies in other aggregate functions described
above. We also represent the query withcount(s) wheres is
a sequence andf = count.

We say that a queryq is of length k if the length of the
sequences specified inq is equal tok. We denote the length
of q by |q|. Since the data is integrated from multiple parties,
we assume that the length of the query is at least2. This
assumption allows us to avoid complicated and uninteresting
analysis about the queries of length 1.

During data analysis, after (a user of) partyPi poses the
first query, s/he usually refinesq or issues another query
interactively. For instance, after the user issues a query to
obtain the number of customers traveling from “Airport Bus
Stop” to “Uptown Bus Stop”, she may “roll-up” her query and
asks for the number of passengers who travel from “Airport
District” to “Uptown District” via the transfer terminal in
“Downtown”.

Formally speaking, at timet (defined on a real number),
party Pi issues a queryq, where the first query is issued at
time t = 1, the second query is issued at timet = 2 and so
on. After partyPi issues a queryq, it may obtain the answer
of q and thusPi’s knowledge includes additionally the answer
of q. Let t− andt+ be the timeimmediatelybefore and after
time t, i.e., t− is any time between timet− 1 and timet, and
t+ is any time between timet and timet + 1. Let KPi

(t−)
(KPi

(t+)) be the knowledge ofPi at time t− (t+). Further,
let KPi

(1−) be the knowledge ofPi before Pi issues any
queries overDI . Therefore,KPi

(1−) contains all aggregate
valuesf(si) for each value pairsi of Pi. Implicitly, for any
t > 1, KPi

(t−) = KPi
((t− 1)+). At time t, partyPi issues a

queryq = (s, f). If q is not rejected,Pi’s knowledgeKPi
(t+)

is updated toKPi
(t−) ∪ {f(s)}; otherwise,Pi’s knowledge

KPi
(t+) remains asKPi

(t−).

1Thecountaggregate function also has different variations such as substring
match count query and subsequence matching query. Our discussion still
applies whatever aggregate functions are used. In the discussion, we adopt
the substring match count query where, given a query sequence s, each data
sequence inDI which contains at least one substrings is contributed to one
count in the query.



Generalization/Specialization:With the concept hierarchy,
we can define ageneralization functionG and aspecialization
functionG−1 as follows.

Definition 3 (G(N)/G−1(N)): Suppose N is a node.
G(N) is defined to be a function which maps from a node to a
set including all of its ancestor nodes and itself in the concept
hierarchy.G−1(N) is defined as follows. IfN is non-ground,
it is a function which maps from a node to a set including all
of its descendant leaf nodes. Otherwise, it is equal to{N}.

For example, in Figure 2, ifN=“Downtown Bus Stop”,
G(N)={ “Downtown Bus Stop”, “Downtown District”, “Ur-
ban Region”, “City” }. If N=“Urban Region”, G−1(N)={
“Downtown Bus Stop”, “Downtown Station”, “Uptown Sta-
tion” }. If N=“Downtown Bus Stop”,G−1(N)={ “Downtown
Bus Stop”}.

Definition 4 (G(s)/G−1(s)): Consider a sequences =
(N1, N2, ..., Nk). G(s) is defined to be a function which maps
s to a setB of all possible sequencess′ in the form of
(N ′

1, N
′
2, ..., N

′
k) such that, forl ∈ [1, k], N ′

l ∈ G(Nl). That
is,

B = G(N1) × G(N2) × ... × G(Nk)

G−1(s) is defined to be a function which mapss to a setB
of all possible sequencess′ in form of (N ′

1, N
′
2, ..., N

′
k) such

that, for l ∈ [1, k], N ′
l ∈ G−1(Nl). That is,

B = G−1(N1) × G−1(N2) × ... × G−1(Nk)

For example, in Figure 2, lets = (“Airport Bus Stop”,
“Downtown Bus Stop”). (“Airport Bus Stop”, “Downtown Bus
Stop”) and (“Airport Bus Stop”, “Downtown District”) are two
sequences inG(s). Let s = (“Downtown District”, “Airport
Bus Stop”). G−1(s) = { (“Downtown Bus Stop”, “Airport
Bus Stop”), (“Downtown Station”, “Airport Bus Stop”)}.

IV. COMPETITIVE PRIVACY

In this paper, we adopt atrusted party modelwhere we store
the integrated dataDI at a trusted party. In our motivating
example, a desired trusted party would be the RFID electronic
transport payment company. This is because all the companies
use the same RFID system to record passengers travel histo-
ries. In logistics, the local (or global) councils of supplychain
management professionals (e.g., http://cscmp.org) can also be
chosen as a trusted party. In cloud computing, the serverS
providing the web services is a desired trusted party. In this
model, all the involved parties are allowed to analyze the
integrated data. However, as the integrated data contains the
statistical information about competitive services, the trusted
party has torestrict queries that accessing any information
which can be used to infer this information.

Figure 3 shows the general framework of our privacy model.
There arem parties involved, namelyP1, P2, ..., Pm. DI is
the data integrated from these parties and stored at the trusted
party. In this model, the trusted party has aquery auditor
which takes two roles. (1)Query Restriction:it receives any
queries issued by any party and determines whether these
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Fig. 3. Our privacy model

queries allows a party to infer the statistical information
about competitive services. (2)Query Processor:it issues
real access overDI if the queries cannot allow a party to
infer the information. In this paper, we focus on the query
restriction component. How to evaluate queryq efficiently is
an orthogonal issue and out of the scope of this paper.

In order to define the competitive services between any
two parties, we first definecompetitive value pairs. Consider
our running example. SupposesM is a value pair ofM (a
service operated byM ) in the form of (“Downtown Station”,
“Bay Station”) andsB is another value pair ofB in form of
(“Downtown Bus Stop”, “Bay Bus Stop”). If a customer would
like to travel from “Downtown District” to “Bay District”, s/he
may choose eithersM or sB. It is easy to see that “Downtown
Station” (of M ) and “Downtown Bus Stop” (ofB) are two
values that arecloseto each other.

Definition 5 (Close Node Set):Given a leaf nodeN , the
close node setof N , denoted byC(N), is a set of leaf nodes
given by all involved parties where for each nodeN ′ ∈ C(N),
N ′.T 6= N.T .

The close node sets aregivenby the parties and it is the key
to capture the notion of competitive value pairs. Note that the
notion of close node set issymmetricbecause the concept of
competitiveness/closeness is symmetric in nature. For exam-
ple, if C(“Downtown Station”) = {“Downtown Bus Stop”},
then C(“Downtown Bus Stop”) = {“Downtown Station”}.
Similarly, if C(“Bay Station”) = {“Bay Bus Stop”}, then
C(“Bay Bus Stop”) = {“Bay Station”}.

Definition 6 (Competitive Value Pair):Given a value pair
si of Pi in the form of (Np, Nq) and another value pairsj

of Pj in the form of(Nr, Ns), value pairssi andsj are said
to be competitiveif Np ∈ C(Nr) and Nq ∈ C(Ns). We say
that si (sj) is a competitive value pair with respect tosj (si).

For example, letsM be a value pair(“Downtown Station”,
“Bay Station”) and sB be another value pair(“Downtown
Bus Stop”, “Bay Bus Stop”). Since “Downtown Station”∈
C(“Downtown Bus Stop”) and “Bay Station”∈ C(“Bay Bus
Stop”), sM andsB are competitive.

Each value pairs is associated with a set of competitive
value pairs with respect tos. The union of all these sets forms
the competitive value pair setCVPS. It is noted that, due to
symmetric property,s is also included inCVPS.

Definition 7 (Competitive Value Pair Set):The competitive
value pair setCVPS is defined to be a set of all competitive



value pairs inDI .
We define thecompetitive privacyof a partyPi to be any

statistical information about any competitive value pairs of Pi

(i.e., f(s) for any aggregate functionf and any competitive
value pairs of Pi). We want to protect the competitive privacy
of each party. Informally speaking, we do not want any parties
to infer any statistical information about competitive value
pairs of other parties.

Example 1 (Direct Query Access):We first give an exam-
ple to show adirect (unrestricted) query access of competitive
value pairs can hurt the business of some parties involved
in the process. Suppose that there is no query restriction
over DI from any party. That is, each party can issue any
queries. Assume that there is one value pairsM of M in
the form of (“Downtown Station”, “Bay Station”) and another
value pairsB of B in the form of (“Downtown Bus Stop”,
“Bay Bus Stop”). In our motivating example, value pairs
sM and sB are competitive. PartyM must know the total
number of customers using its own value pairsM . That
is, KM (1−) = {count(sM )}. Supposecount(sM )=10,000.
Without any query restriction, partyM can perform a queryq1

to find the total number of customers usingsB (a competitive
value pair with respect tosM ) and obtaincount(sB)=80,000.
If party M knows that the number 80,000 is relatively large
compared with 10,000, it may perform some discount cam-
paign on its own value pairsM in order to attract customers
originally usingsB (operated byB). It is easy to see that the
original business ofB for servicesB is affected directly.

We now show thatquery inferencescan also lead partyM
to infer a value forcount(sB), through an example. Consider
at timet, partyPi has knowledgeKPi

(t−). Let sj be a value
pair of another partyPj . PartyPi wants to infer a value for
f(sj). Let the inferred value bẽf(sj |KPi

(t−)).
Example 2 (Indirect/Inferred Query Access):Suppose

there are only two value pairs from “Downtown District”
to “Bay District”, namelysM : (“Downtown Station”, “Bay
Station”) (of partyM ) andsB : (“Downtown Bus Stop”, “Bay
Bus Stop”) (of partyB). Initially, KM (1−) = {count(sM )}.
Suppose at time 1,M issues a queryq for count(s) where
s is (“Downtown District”, “Bay District”). Note that the
values ins are the generalized versions of the values in both
sM and sB. Supposeq is not restricted,KM (1+) becomes
{count(sM ), count(s)}. Assume count(sM ) = 10, 000
and count(s) = 90, 000. Party M can infer a value
f̃(sB|KM (t−)) for f(sB) by setting the inferred value equal
to

count(s) − count(sM ) = 90, 000− 10, 000 = 80, 000

Definition 8 (Competitive Privacy Breach):Suppose that
si is a value pair ofPi and sj is a value pair ofPj where
si and sj are competitive. Consider at timet, we say that
there is acompetitive privacy breachwith respect tosj by
party Pi if, given a real numbere, according toKPi

(t−),
party Pi infers a valuef̃(sj |KPi

(t−)) for f(sj) such that
|f̃(sj |KPi

(t−)) − f(sj)| ≤ e.
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Fig. 4. A concept hierarchy in Example 3

At time t, if party Pi infers a valuef̃(sj |KPi
(t−)) for f(sj)

where the inferred valuẽf(sj |KPi
(t−)) is close to the exact

value f(sj), then competitive privacy breach with respect to
sj by partyPi exists. If e = 0, then the inferred valuẽf(sj)
must be equal to the exact valuef(sj) for the competitive
privacy breach.

Consider a timet. At the time just beforet (i.e., t−), Pi

has knowledgeKPi
(t−). Suppose according toKPi

(t−), party
Pi cannot infer a valuef̃(sj |KPi

(t−)) for f(sj) such that
|f̃(sj |KPi

(t−))− f(sj)| ≤ e. However, after it issues a query
q = (s, f), if it obtains the answer ofq (i.e., f(s)), according
to K′ = KPi

(t−) ∪ {f(s)}, it can infer a valuef̃(sj |K′) for
f(sj) such that|f̃(sj |K′) − f(sj)| ≤ e. That is, there is a
competitive privacy breach with respect tosj by partyPi. To
avoid the competitive privacy breach, we need torestrict this
queryq.

Problem 1 (Competitive Privacy Protection):Suppose
partyPi issues a queryq overDI at timet. Let Sj be the set
of value pairs ofPj . For each value pairs ∈ Sj wherej 6= i,
we want to determine whether the answer ofq will lead Pi

to infer a valuef̃(s|KPi
(t−)) for f(s) according toKPi

(t−)
such that there is a competitive privacy breach with respect
to s by partyPi. If yes, we restrict the query.

V. QUERY RESTRICTION

If we look closely at the problem of competitive privacy
protection (Problem 1), we shall discover that the protection
of competitive privacy requires keeping the query history or
the knowledge of a party. In fact, such a theoretical definition
of competitive privacy is hard to be protected because we need
to try all possible ways of inference in order determine whether
the query being issued should be rejected or not. To illustrate,
let us consider the following example.

Example 3:Consider that there are three parties, namely
metro companyM , bus companyB and ferry companyF .
They collaborate with each other and integrate their data.
Suppose (1)M has only one value pairsM : (“Downtown
Station”, “Bay Station), (2) B has only one value pairsB :
(“Downtown Bus Stop”, “Bay Bus Stop”), and (3)F has
only one value pairsF : (“Uptown Pier”, “Seashore Pier”).
The concept hierarchy of this example is shown in Figure 4.
Similar as before,sM andsB are competitive. But,sF are not
competitive with other services. Lete = 0.

Consider that partyM wants to infer a value forcount(sB).
Suppose we focus on the aggregate functionf = count. Note
thatM must knowcount(sM ) becausesM is its own service.
Thus,KM (1−) = {count(sM )}



Let s1 = (“Urban Region”, “Rural Region”) and s2 =
(“Uptown Pier”, “Seashore Pier”). Let q1 = (s1, count) and
q2 = (s2, count).

In the following, we want to show that partyM issues these
two queries in different orders, which leads to different sets
of restricted queries.

Consider that it first issuesq1 and then q2. Query q1

is allowed because partyM cannot infer an exact value
for count(sB) according toKM (1−) ∪ {count(s1)}. After
time unit 1 (i.e., the first queryq1), the knowledgeKM (1+)
of M contains count(s1) and count(sM ). Then, M tries
to perform queryq2, which will be rejected or restricted.
The reason is that, ifq2 is allowed, KM (2+) is equal to
{count(s2), count(s1), count(sM )}. Similar to Example 2, it
can infer an exact value forcount(sB) directly bycount(s1)−
count(s2) − count(sM ). Thus, competitive privacy breaches
with respect tosB by party M . In this example whereq1

is issued first and thenq2 is issued,q1 is allowed butq2 is
restricted.

Similarly, it first issuesq2 and obtainscount(s2). But, it
fails to trigger queryq1 next. In the example with a reverse
ordering of issuing queries,q2 is allowed butq1 is restricted.

From this example, we have learnt that different query
orderings may lead to different sets of restricted queries.
It is troublesome to determine whether a query issued at
time t is restricted because we have to consider the past
historiesKPi

(t−). Although we can keep the past histories,
we still need to consider all possible ways that partyPi may
infer a value forf(sj), for the sake of avoiding competitive
privacy breaches. Fortunately, in the following, we are going
to present a query restriction strategy, namely thecompetition-
free strategy. This strategy works independently with the
past history and different query orderings give the same sets
of restricted queries. Therefore, it is not necessary to keep
the past historiesK and thus avoiding the checking of the
exponential ways of malicious inferences.

A. Competition-free Strategy

The competition-freestrategy we proposed is a strategy
for query restriction that can avoid any competitive privacy
breaches without storing any past queries. This strategy only
checks for the current query being issued and thus efficient
privacy checking can be achieved.

Recall that our objective is to avoid a competitive privacy
breach with respect to each competitive value pairsj . The key
idea of our strategy is to restrict any queries related to value
pair sj . That is, weremoveall the sourceswhich can make
party Pi infer a value forf(sj).

In the following, we first define the following three major
components deriving fromCVPS which corresponds to the
so-called competitive information. In our competition-free
model, we restrict all queries for accessing this competition
information. The following three components, namelyground
sequence set, generalized sequence setandsuper-sequence set,

help to protect the privacy of each party. Intuitively,ground
sequence setGS is the set of all value pairs fromCVPS.
Non-ground sequence setNS is a set of all “generalized”
versions of value pairs fromCVPS. Super-sequence setis a
set of all super-sequencesof value pairs fromNS. A more
formal description is described as follows. We will explainthe
reasons of the following three components in Section V-B.

1) Ground Sequence SetGS: GS is equal toCVPS.
2) Generalized Sequence SetNS: NS is equal to a set

of value pairs generalized from value pairs inGS.
Formally,NS = {s′|s′ ∈ G(s) for all s ∈ GS}.

3) Super-Sequence SetSS: SS is equal to a set of all pos-
sible super-sequences of value pairs inNS. Formally,
SS = {s′|s′ ∈ α(s) for all s ∈ NS} whereα(s) is a
set of all possible super-sequences of a sequences.

We defineAS = GS ∪ NS ∪ SS. Note that it is easy
to verify that GS ⊆ NS ⊆ SS. Thus, in fact,AS can be
simply equal toSS. However, for the sake of illustration, we
explicitly expressAS asGS ∪NS ∪SS to illustrate different
concepts/meanings of each component in our strategy.

Definition 9 (Competitive Information):The competitive
informationCI over DI is equal to the set of any aggregate
functionsf on all value pairs inAS. Formally,

CI = {(s, f)|(s, f) for all s ∈ AS and all possiblef}

In our running example, sinceAS contains(“Downtown
Bus Stop”, “Bay Bus Stop”), one of the elements of the
competitive informationCI over DI is ((“Downtown Bus
Stop”, “Bay Bus Stop”), count).

Definition 10 (Competition-Free):Given a queryq with
sequences and an aggregate functionf , q is said to be
competition-freeif (s, f) 6∈ CI.

Supposeq1 is a query in the form of(s1, count) where
s1 =(“Downtown Bus Stop”, “Bay Bus Stop”).q1 is not
competition-free sinces1 ∈ AS and thus(s1, count) ∈ CI.
Similarly, supposeq2 is a query in the form of(s2, count)
wheres2 =(“Airport Bus Stop”, “Downtown Bus Stop”, “Bay
Bus Stop”).q2 is also not competition-free. This is because,s2

is a supersequence ofs1 ands1 ∈ AS (and alsos1 ∈ CVPS).
By the definition ofSS, s2 ∈ SS. SinceAS = GS∪NS∪SS,
we haves2 ∈ AS (and thus(s2, count) ∈ CI). Suppose
s3 =(“Downtown Station”, “Uptown Station”) ands3 6∈ AS.
Sinces3 6∈ AS, we know that(s3, count) 6∈ CI, the queryq3

specifyingcount(s3) is competition-free.
Next, we give the privacy guarantee of our competition-free

strategy with respect to the protection of competitive privacy.

B. Privacy Guarantee

In order to show the privacy guarantee of the competition-
free strategy, we examine the rationale of restricting access
over the three components, ground sequence set, generalized
sequence set and super-sequence set, one by one.

Rationale of Restriction over Ground Sequences (from GS):It
is straightforward to restrict the queries over ground competi-
tive value pairs (fromGS). Let sM be (“Downtown Station”,



“Bay Station”) andsB be (“Downtown Bus Stop”, “Bay Bus
Stop”). It is easy to see thatq1 specifyingcount(sM ) can hurt
the business of partyM . One may simply think that we can
only restrict the query specifying an aggregate function over
any ground value pair such assM which has a competitive
value pair for the other party. However, this approach is
insufficient since a query specifying a count aggregate of a
generalizedvalue pair may also hurt the business.

Rationale of Restriction over Generalized Sequences (from
NS): As described in Example 2, a query over generalized
versions of ground competitive value pairs can lead partyM
to infer an exact value forf(sB) where a competitive privacy
breaches with respect tosB by partyM .

Rationale of Restriction over Super-Sequences (from SS):We
also need to restrict the query with a super-sequence of some
existing competitive value pair (or sequence of length 2).
Consider an existing competitive value pairsB of party B,
namely (“Downtown Bus Stop”, “Bay Bus Stop”). LetPB be
the set of customers or passengers traveling from “Downtown
Bus Stop” to “Bay Bus Stop”. Suppose that PartyM can
issue a queryq3 specifying count(s3) where s3 is a super-
sequence ofsB ands3 = (“Downtown Bus Stop”, “Bay Bus
Stop”, “Bay Bus Stop”, “Airport Bus Stop”). Since we allow
this query, partyM can obtaincount(s3), says60, 000. It is
noted that this number means the total number of the setP3 of
passengers traveling from “Downtown Bus Stop” to “Bay Bus
Stop” and then from “Bay Bus Stop” to “Airport Bus Stop”.
It is also easy to verify thatP3 ⊆ PB , count(sB) = |PB| and
count(s3) = |P3|. Since partyM knows that|PB | ≥ |P3|, it
infers thatcount(sB) = |PB| ≥ 60, 000 which is considered
as a large number. Here, the inferred valuef̃(sB|KM (t−))
can be chosen as60, 000. Supposef(sB) = 80, 000. We have
|f̃(sB|KM (t−)) − f(sB)| = 20, 000. If e is set to 30,000,
then|f̃(sB|KM (t−))−f(sB)| ≤ e. Thus, competitive privacy
breaches.

Theorem 1 (Privacy Guarantee):Suppose partyPi issues
a query q over DI at time t. Let Sj be the set of value
pairs of Pj . If a query q is competition-free, for any value
e and eachs ∈ Sj wherej 6= i, partyPi cannot infer a value
f̃(s|KPi

(t−)) for f(s) such that|f̃(s|KPi
(t−)) − f(s)| ≤ e.

That is, there is no competitive privacy breach with respectto
eachs ∈ Sj by partyPi if the query is competition-free.
Proof Sketch: Consider an arbitrary aggregate functionf . We
prove by contradiction. Without loss of generality, suppose
there is a competitive privacy breach with respect tosj by
partyPi. That is, there exists a value pairsi of Pi and a value
pair sj of Pj such thatsi and sj are competitive and party
Pi infers a valuef̃(sj |KPi

(t−)) for f(sj) from a setQ of
non-restricted queries.

Let sj = (Np, Nq). Let Q be a set of past queries in
the competition-free strategy, namely{q1 : (s1, f1), q2 :
(s2, f2), ..., ql : (sn, fn)}, where qi is competition-free for
i ∈ [1, n]. Since partyPi infers a valuef̃(sj |KPi

(t−)) such
that |f̃(sj |KPi

(t−))−f(sj)| ≤ e, we deduce that there exists a
queryql in Q where its sequencesl is equal to (1) a sequence

in form of sβ : (Np, Nq), (2) a sequence fromG(sβ), or
(3) a sequence from∪s′∈G(sβ)α(s′). (It is easy to verify that,
under the assumption that we are interested in queries of length
at least 2, if none of the above conditions are satisfied, it is
impossible for partyPi to infer a valuef̃(s|KPi

(t−)). This
assumption can be removed if we restrict the queries of length
1. But, for the sake of clarity and space, we focus on the
queries of length at least 2.)

Note that condition (1) above can be mapped to the first
componentGS in the competition-free strategy. Similarly,
conditions 2 and 3 can be mapped to the second component
NS and the third componentSS, respectively. Sinceql

satisfies conditions (1), (2), or (3), we deduce thatql is not
competition-free. This leads to a contradiction.

C. Provenance Set

In this section, we introduce the notion ofprovenance set
of a query q. This concept will be used in our algorithm
(Section VI) and our theoretical analysis (Section V-D). Prove-
nance set helps to determine whether a queryq is competition-
free or not. We will show that, if this set is empty,q must be
competition-free.

Each queryq specifying sequences is associated with a
provenance setof q, denoted byPS(q). PS(q) stores all
value pairss′ such thats′ ∈ CVPS and there exists a
sequences′′ of length 2 which is a subsequence ofs where
s′ ∈ G−1(s′′). PS(q) is a subset ofCVPS. Intuitively, it
stores all value pairss′ in CVPS which can “imply” sequence
s in AS (by the three components in the competition-free
strategy). In other words,s′ can be regarded as asourceto
generates in AS. For example, consider a queryq specifying
sequences =(“Airport Bus Stop”, “Downtown Bus Stop”,
“Downtown Station”, “Bay District”). Suppose we are given
that(“Downtown Station”, “Bay Station”) ∈ CVPS. The sub-
sequences′′ of s which satisfies the requirement inPS(q)
can be (“Downtown Station”, “Bay District”). The ground
sequences′ of s′′ is (“Downtown Station”, “Bay Station”).
Thus,PS(q) contains (“Downtown Station”, “Bay Station”).

Lemma 1:PS(q) is empty if and only ifq is competition-
free.
Proof: Supposeq is the query specifying sequences with an
aggregate functionf . We first show that, ifq is competition-
free, thenPS(q) is empty. We prove by contradiction. Suppose
PS(q) is non-empty. Lets′ be one of the value pairs stored
in PS(q). By the definition ofPS(q), s′ ∈ CVPS and there
exists a value pairs′′ which is a subsequence ofs where
s′ ∈ G−1(s′′). Sinces′ ∈ CVPS andGS = CVPS, we know
that s′ ∈ GS. Besides, sinces′ ∈ G−1(s′′), we deduce that
s′′ ∈ G(s′). Sinces′ ∈ GS ands′′ ∈ G(s′), by the definition
of NS (which is equal to{s′′|s′′ ∈ G(s′) for all s′ ∈ GS}),
we haves′′ ∈ NS. In addition, sinces′′ is a subsequence ofs,
we obtain thats is a super-sequence ofs′′. Sinces′′ ∈ NS and
s is a super-sequence ofs′′, by the definition ofSS (which is
equal to{s|s ∈ α(s′′) for all s′′ ∈ NS}), we haves ∈ SS.
Since {(s, f)|(s, f) for all s ∈ AS for all possiblef} where



AS = GS∪NS∪SS, we conclude that(s, f) is in CI. Thus,
q is not competition-free, which leads to a contradiction.

Next, we prove that, if PS(q) is empty, then q is
competition-free. We prove by contradiction. Supposeq is
not competition-free. Thus,(s, f) ∈ CI. We know that
GS ⊆ NS and NS ⊆ SS. Since{(s, f)|(s, f) for all s ∈
AS for all possiblef} whereAS = GS ∪ NS ∪ SS, we can
conclude thats ∈ SS. SinceSS = {s|s ∈ α(s′′) for all s′′ ∈
NS}, we know that there exists a value pairs′′ ∈ NS where
s ∈ α(s′′) (or s′′ is a subsequence ofs). Besides, since
NS = {s′′|s′′ ∈ G(s′) for all s′ ∈ GS}, we conclude that
there exists a value pairs′ ∈ GS such thats′′ ∈ G(s′) (or
s′ ∈ G−1(s′′)). From the above results, we have (1)s′ ∈ GS,
(2) s′ ∈ G−1(s′′) and (3)s′′ is a subsequence ofs. Thus, by
the definition ofPS(q), we deduce thatPS(q) containss′,
which leads to a contradiction.

D. Theoretical Analysis on the Number of Restricted Queries

In this section, we analyze the ratio of the number of
restricted queries over the number of possible queries. We
show that this ratio is significantly small. That means the
number of restricted queries is insignificant compared with
the number of possible queries. Thus, by using the query
restriction strategy, there is still a lot of useful (but non-
harmful) information can be obtained from the integrated
dataset.

In order to analyze the total number of restricted queries,
we give some notation. LetL and I be the total number of
leaf nodes and the total number of internal nodes, respectively,
in a concept hierarchy. LetH be the number of nodes in the
concept hierarchy. That is,H = L + I. Let l be the number
of levels in the concept hierarchy. For example, in Figure 2,
since there are 7 leaf nodes, we haveL = 7. Similarly, I is
equal to 7 andH is equal to 14. In this concept hierarchy,l is
equal to 4. Letnc be the number of ground competitive value
pairs.

In the following, in order to make the analysis simpler,
following the random world assumption made in the privacy
literature [20], [21], we assume that each possible query occurs
with equal chance. It is easy to verify that the total number
of ground sequences (or value pairs) of length 2 is at most
L2. We know that in practise, the total number of ground
competitivevalue pairs is significantly small compared with
the total number of ground sequences (or value pairs) of length
2. That is,

nc << L2 (1)

The above inequality makes sense in many applications
where the number of competitive value pairs is much smaller
than the total number of value pairs. This paper is motivated
by a real-life application where two parties want to collaborate
and sharesome(but notmost) competitive value pairs. If this
does not hold, the chance of the collaboration between two
parties will be low and thus there is no need to integrate
the data and analyze the competitive privacy, since these two
parties are too “competitive” that they must not collaborate. In

our real dataset shown in Section VII, there are 0.0148 fraction
of competitive value pairs. This number is small, which means
that this condition holds in our real-life application.

We will first illustrate how we derive a formula to calculate
the total number of restricted queries specifying sequenceof
length 2 in Section V-D.1. Then, we generalize the discussion
to queries with arbitary length in Section V-D.2.

1) Sequence of Length 2:In the following, we are interested
in the queries specifying sequence of length 2. Since there are
H possible nodes in the concept hierarchy, the total number of
possiblesequencesof length 2 is equal toH2. Thus, the total
number of possiblequeriesspecifying sequences of length 2
is equal toH2.

Consider aparticular competitive ground value pairs (of
length 2) inAS. From the definition ofNS, we know that
all value pairs∈ G(s) are inNS and thusAS (which can be
regarded as the restricted part). Since the value pair involves
only two nodes and each node can be generalized to its
ancestor nodes in the concept hierarchy of heightl, there are
totally at mostl2 possible value pairs inG(s).

Since there are totallync competitive (ground) value pairs,
we obtain that the total number of restricted queries is at most
ncl

2. Then, we have the following.
Lemma 2:

num. of restricted queries of length 2
num. of possible queries of length 2

≤
ncl

2

H2
(2)

SinceH = L + I, we have the following.

num. of restricted queries of length 2
total no. of possible queries of length 2

≤
ncl

2

L2 + 2LI + I2

≤
ncl

2

L2

Since nc << L2 (from Equation (1)) andl is typically a
small number, the right-hand side of the above inequality is
approximately equal to 0.

2) General Case: Sequence of Arbitrary Length:In the
previous section, we described how we derive a formula to
calculate the total number of restricted queries specifying
sequences of length 2. The major idea about the derivation of
the formula is that we first consider aparticular competitive
ground value pairs and calculate the total number of possible
value pairs in a “generalized” version ofs, namelyG(s). Then,
with the consideration ofall possible competitive ground
value pair, we calculate the total number of restricted queries
specifying sequences of length 2.

The above idea is applicable to the derivation of the formula
for calculating the total number of restricted queries ofany
length. Consider a queryq specifying a sequences. From
Lemma 1, this queryq is restricted (i.e.,q is not competition-
free) if PS(q) is non-empty. Supposes′ = (a, b) is in
PS(q). By the definition ofPS(q), the relationship between
s′ and s is described as follows.s′ ∈ CVPS and there
exists a sequences′′ = (a′, b′) (of length 2) which is a
subsequence ofs where s′ ∈ G−1(s′′). Let (i, j) be the



position of a′ and b′ in s. It can be seen that there are
at least two nodes ins, namely the node at positioni and
the node at positionj in s, involving the competitive value
pair in sequences. We call these nodes ins competitive-
sensitive nodes. Formally, competitive-sensitive nodesC in
s are those nodes ins such that there exists two nodes
N1, N2 amongC such that(N ′

1, N
′
2) is a ground competitive

value pair whereN ′
1 ∈ G−1(N1) and N ′

2 ∈ G−1(N2). For
example, supposes = (“Airport Bus Stop”, “Downtown Bus
Stop”, “Downtown Station”, “Bay District”). A sub-sequence
s′′ of s is (“Downtown Station”, “Bay District”) and thus
a ground sequences′ of s′′ is (“Downtown Station”, “Bay
Station”). Here,a′ =“Downtown Station”,b′ =“Bay District”,
a =“Downtown Station” andb =“Bay Station”. The position
of a′ and b′ is the third position and the fourth position in
s. Thus, we call “Downtown Station” and “Bay District” are
competitive-sensitive nodes.

Let n[k] be the total number of restricted queries specifying
sequences of lengthk which contain exactlyk competitive-
sensitive nodesfor k ≥ 2.

It is noted thatn[k] is defined overk at least 2 (instead of
1) since we are interested in the queries of length at least 2
(as described in Section III).

Our objective is to compute the total number of restricted
queries specifyingsequences of lengthk. It is noted that it
is equal to the total number of restricted queries specifying
sequences of lengthk which contain at mostk competitive-
sensitive nodes.

no. of restricted queries specifying seq. of lengthk

= no. of restricted queries specifying seq. of lengthk

which contain≤ k competitive-sensitive nodes (3)

Let m[k, i] be the total number of restricted queries specifying
sequences of lengthk which contain exactlyi competitive-
sensitive nodes. The total number of restricted queries specify-
ing sequences of lengthk which contain at mostk competitive-
sensitive nodes is equal to

∑k

i=2m[k, i] (4)

Similarly, indexi of the summation starts from 2 instead of 1
because we are interested in the queries of length at least 2.

Consider aparticular sequences of lengthi which contains
exactlyi competitive-sensitive nodes. Lets′ be a sequence of
lengthk and also a supersequence ofs such thats′ contains
exactly i competitive-sensitive nodes. LetCk

i be the total
number of possible ways of choosingi objects fromk objects.
Since there arek−i non-competitive-sensitive nodes ins′ and
each non-competitive-sensitive node can be any node in the
concept hierarchy containingH nodes, we deduce that there
are at mostCk

k−iH
k−i(= Ck

i Hk−i) possible sequencess′.
Besides, since there aren[i] possible such sequencess, the
total number of restricted queries specifying sequencess′ of
lengthk which contains exactlyi competitive-sensitive nodes,
denoted bym[k, i], is obtained as follows.

m[k, i] ≤ Ck
i n[i]Hk−i (5)

k H l nc Upper Bound of Ratio
2 94 4 10 0.018
3 94 4 10 0.109
4 94 4 10 0.328
2 94 3 10 0.010
2 94 5 10 0.028
2 94 4 5 0.009
2 94 4 15 0.027
2 50 4 10 0.064
2 150 4 10 0.007TABLE II

UPPER BOUNDS OF THE RATIO OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF RESTRICTED

QUERIES OF LENGTHk OVER THE TOTAL NUMBER OF POSSIBLE QUERIES

OF LENGTHk WITH CHOSEN VALUES OFk, H, l AND nc

From (3), (4) and (5), we have the following.

no. of restricted queries specifying seq. of lengthk

≤
∑k

i=2C
k
i n[i]Hk−i

We obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 3:Supposek ≥ 2.

total no. of restricted queries of lengthk
total no. of possible queries of lengthk

≤

∑k

i=2 Ck
i n[i]Hk−i

Hk

Now, the remaining question is to how to computen[k]. The
derivation is also similar to the computation of the total num-
ber of restricted queries of lengthk. With similar derivations,
one can also deriven[k] easily bydynamic programming.

Table II shows the upper bounds of the ratio of the total
number of restricted queries of lengthk over the total number
of possible queries of lengthk with chosen values ofk, H, l
and nc. In the real dataset described in Section VII,H =
94, l = 4 andnc = 10. Using the formula above, whenk = 2,
the ratio is 0.018 which is a small value. Whenk = 4, the ratio
is 0.328. In our real experiment in Section VII, the measured
ratio is about 0.012 which is much smaller than this upper
bound value (i.e., 0.328). Let us see the effect ofk, H, l and
nc on the upper bounds in the following. Whenk increases, the
upper bound increases. This is because it is more likely thata
query of greater length is restricted due to the third component
of the competition-free strategy (setSS). When l increases,
the upper bound also increases. For the ease of explanation,
suppose the number of leaf nodes in the concept hierarchy is
fixed. Whenl increases, there are more nodes in the higher
level. In the competition-free strategy, it is more likely that the
query specifying a sequence with a node in a higher level is
restricted. Thus, the upper bound increases. Besides, the upper
bound increases withnc because more competitive value pairs
lead to more restricted queries. In addition, the upper bound
is smaller whenH is larger. Intuitively,H is larger and thus
the total number of nodes in the concept hierarchy is larger.
Sincenc is fixed, there are more possible queries which can
access the integrated data.

VI. A LGORITHM

A straightforward solution to check whether a queryq is
competition-free may first find the competitive informationCI



of the datasetDI (from GS ∪ NS ∪ SS). Then, for every
query being issued specifying sequences with an aggregate
functionf , we will check whether(s, f) ∈ CI. If yes,q is not
competition-free. Otherwiseq is competition-free. However,
this approach is not efficient because computingCI is time-
consuming and requires a lot of storage to keep a huge number
of all possiblesuper-sequences(in setSS).

Instead, we propose an algorithm which stores only all
possibleground competitive value pairs (i.e.,GS(= CVPS))
of length 2 only. SinceGS can implicitly imply NS andSS,
it is very compact and is representative. With this compact
storage, the above query part is also needed to be modified in
a different way. The details of the algorithm for determining
whether a query is competition-free (ACF) are shown in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm ACF
1: // Step 1 (Pre-processing Step):
2: We store the setCVPS of all ground competitive value

pair (i.e.,NS).
3: // Step 2 (Query Step):
4: for each queryq being issued specifying sequences do
5: we find theprovenance setof q, PS(q)
6: if PS(q) is emptythen
7: q is competition-free (See Lemma 1)
8: else
9: q is not competition-free and we reportPS(q) to the

user

Note that when we find thatq is not competition-free, we
will also report the provenance set ofq to the user where this
set captures the competitive value pairs inCVPS related to
the sequences specified inq. This is a good feature of our
algorithm which allows the user to know the reasons why the
query is restricted. Note that we report thevalue pairsinstead
of any aggregate valueof the value pairs.

Theorem 2:For any queryq, algorithm ACF ensures that
there is no competitive privacy breach.
Proof: Given a queryq, by Lemma 1, our proposed algorithm
determines whetherq is competition-free. Ifq is competition-
free, we will give the answer ofq. Otherwise, we will discard
queryq. By Theorem 1, there is no competitive privacy breach.

Implementation: For Step 1, we do the following. For the

integrated datasetDI , we keep a data structure which stores
a setCVPS of all ground value pairs of each partyP . The
set of value pairs either can be provided by each party or can
be found fromDI . In the case that the set is found fromDI ,
we assume that each value pair can be found inDI . In this
case, we can adapt any existing sequence mining algorithm
[15] to extract all sequences of length 2 in form of(Np, Nq)
which appears inDI whereNp.T = Nq.T and there exists
another sequences′ of length 2 in form of(Nr, Ns) such that
Nr.T = Ns.T , Np ∈ C(Nr) andNq ∈ C(Ns). Since in real
cases when some companies are collaborating, the number of

Parameters Default values
no. of tuples (n) 500,000
no. of parties (p) 4
average number of value pairs per party (s) 1000
the ratio of ground competitive value pairs (c) 0.05
the average sequence length (l) 20

TABLE III

DEFAULT VALUES OF SYNTHETIC DATASETS

competitive value pairs is typically small, the size ofCVPS
is typically small.

For Step 2, we do the following. Suppose the sequences
specified in the query is(N1, N2, ..., Nl). For each sequence
of length 2, says(Ni, Nj) where1 ≤ i < j ≤ l, we check
whether there existsN ′

i ∈ G−1(Ni) andN ′
j ∈ G−1(Nj) such

that(N ′
i , N

′
j) ∈ CVPS. If yes, we insert(N ′

i , N
′
j) into PS(q).

VII. E MPIRICAL STUDIES

We have conducted extensive experiments on a Pentium IV
2.4GHz PC with 1GB memory, on a Linux platform. The
algorithms were implemented in C/C++. We conducted the
experiments on both synthetic and real datasets.

The synthetic dataset is generated by a dataset generator.
This generator creates sequences as follows with 5 param-
eters, namelyn, p, s, c and l, where n is the total number
of (integrated) sequences,p is the total number of parties
in the dataset,s is the average number of value pairs (or
services) provided by each party,c is the percentage of ground
competitive value pairs over all value pairs of all parties and l
is the average sequence size. Firstly, for each party, we create
s′ value pairs wheres′ follows the Poisson distribution with
means. For each service generated, we create two ground
values. Secondly, we generatec′ = dspce ground competitive
value pairs and the close set of each node as follows. Initially,
the close set of each node is set to∅. We randomly pick one
service(a1, b1) from one party and another service(a2, b2)
from another party. We inserta2 into C(a1) andb2 into C(b1).
Similarly, we inserta1 into C(a2) and b1 into C(b2). We
repeat the above steps until we generatec ground competitive
value pairs. Thirdly, for each sequence, we selectl′ value pairs
and permutate these value pairs randomly wherel′ follows
the Poisson distribution with meanl. Lastly, the generalization
hierarchy is generated as follows. We generate a generalization
hierarchy of height 3 where the leaf values correspond to the
ground values. We partition the ground values into different
groups such that different ground values, sayv andv′, where
v ∈ C(v′) (or v′ ∈ C(v)) form the same group. For each group
of sizeb, we create an internal nodeN andb leaf nodes where
each leaf node corresponds to a ground value in the group.
Then, we form a subtree of height 2 where the parent of all
b leaf nodes isN . Finally, we create a root nodeN ′ such
that the parent of all internal nodes constructed isN ′. Thus,
the final hierarchy has height equal to 4. The default values
of n, p, s, c and l can be found in Table III. We denote our
proposed algorithm asACF.



The real dataset is obtained from a local transportation
organization called MTR in Hong Kong. It consists of passen-
ger transactions of 5-working-day, all recorded by an RFID-
based electronic payment system. The passenger transactions
are consolidated from 4 different in-city railway lanes. Each
lane corresponds to a party. There are 63 stations in total
and 6 of them are transfer terminals. In particular, 5 transfer
terminals allow passengers to switch to another lane, and 1
transfer terminal is a hub that allow passengers to switch to
two other lanes. An example record is like(N1, N2, N3, N4),
which denotes that there was a passenger entered the railway
network at stationN1, got off at stationN2, transferred to
another lane at stationN3 and finally left the railway network
at stationN4. We define all pairs of transfer terminals asclose.
That is, in this example,C(N2) = {N3}. All together we have
1,387,831 sequence records. The average sequence length of
a record is 2.9 stations. According to the locations of stations,
we divide the stations into different regions such that there are
63 leaf values and 31 non-leaf values in the concept hierarchy
of height 4.

Given a desired query length|q|, we consider queries(s, f)
wheres is a sequence of length|q| andf is a count aggregate.
In our experiments, we generate 10,000 batches where each
batch contains 20 queries. Specifically, for each batch, we
randomly generate a queryq1 specifying a sequences =
(N1, N2, .., N|q|) as follows. For eachNi where i ∈ [1, |q|],
we randomly select a value in the concept hierarchy. Then,
we refine queryq1 and generate another new queryq2. We
adopt the refinement operations from [19], Append, De-tail,
Pre-pend, De-head, Pattern-roll-up and Pattern-drill-down. We
randomly select one of the operations and generate queryq2.
Similarly, we repeatedly generate queryqi from qi−1 until
i = 20.

We evaluated the algorithms in terms of four measurements:
(1) preprocess time, (2) average query time, (3) ratio of
restricted queries, and (4) storage. The preprocessing time
corresponds to the time which algorithmACF finds CVPS
(i.e., Step 1 of algorithmACF). The average query time
corresponds to the time which algorithmACF checks whether
a queryq is competition-free (i.e., Step 2 of algorithmACF).
The ratio of restricted queries is equal to the total number of
restricted queries in algorithmACF over the total number of
queries issued. The storage corresponds to the memory usage
to storeCVPS in algorithmACF.

In the experiments, we study the effect of the total number
of tuples, the total number of parties, the average number of
value pairs per party, the ratio of ground competitive value
pairs and the average sequence length. All experiments were
conducted 100 times and we took the average for the results.

A. Synthetic Dataset

Effect of the Total Number of Tuples: Figure 5(a) shows
that the execution time of algorithmACF increases with the
dataset size. In Figure 5(b), the average query time remains
nearly unchanged when the dataset size changes. Since our
algorithm depends on setCVPS and this set is fixed, the

change in dataset size does not affect the query time too much.
Besides, we can observe that the average query time increases
with |q|, the length of the query. Figure 5(c) shows that the
number of restricted queries is nearly the same with different
dataset size. Similarly, since the percentage of competitive
value pairs remains unchanged when the dataset size changes,
the ratio of restricted queries also remains unchanged. When
|q| increases, it is trivial that the ratio increases. Figure 5(d)
shows the storage of algorithmACF keeps unchanged when
the dataset size increases. This is because the storage for set
CVPS is independent of dataset size.

Effect of the Total Number of Parties: In Figures 6(a)
and (d), the preprocessing time and the storage of algorithm
ACF increase with the number of parties. Since the number
of value pairs per party is fixed and the number of parties
increases, the total number of value pairs increases. Besides,
since the ratio of the competitive value pairs is fixed, the
total number of competitive value pairs also increases. Thus,
the storage and the preprocessing time increase. Figure 6(b)
shows that the average query time increases with the number
of parties because the number of competitive value pairs
increases and thus the size of setCVPS increases. Thus, the
query time increases. In Figure 6(c), the ratio of restricted
queries increases with the number of parties because the size
of CVPS increases.

Effect of Average Data Sequence Length:Figure 7(a)
shows that the preprocessing time of algorithmACF increases
with the average data sequence length. However, the average
query time, the ratio of restricted queries and the storage
remains nearly unchanged when the average data sequence
length increases as shown in Figure 7(b), Figure 7(c) and
Figure 7(d), respectively. Since the average data sequence
length is independent of the number of competitive value pairs
of parties, setCVPS keep unchanged. thus, the query time,
the percentage of restricted queries and the storage remains
unchanged.

Effect of the Number of Competitive Value Pairs:Figure 8
shows that the preprocessing time, the average query time,
the ratio of restricted queries and the storage increase with
the number of competitive value pairs per party. Since the
ratio of competitive value pairs is fixed and the total number
of competitive value pairs is increased, the size of setCVPS
increases. Thus, the above four measurements increases.

Effect of the Percentage of Competitive Value Pairs:Sim-
ilarly, Figure 9 shows that all the four measurements increase
with the percentage of the competitive value pairs. This is
because, since this percentage increases, the size of setCVPS
increases. Thus, the above four measurements increases.

B. Real Dataset

Similar to synthetic datasets, we have similar results in the
real dataset as shown in Figure 10. Totally, there are 1,387,831
tuples. In order to conduct the experiments with the variation
of the number of tuples, we randomly sample a subset of
tuples. The preprocessing time increases with dataset size.
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Fig. 5. Effect of the total number of tuples
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Fig. 6. Effect of the number of parties
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Fig. 8. Effect of the number of competitive value pairs per party
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Fig. 9. Effect of the percentage of competitive value pairs
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However, the average query time, the ratio of restricted queries
and storage remains nearly unchanged when we vary the total
number of tuples.

Conclusion: Our proposed algorithmACF can check the
privacy requirement calledcompetition-freeefficiently. In all
experiments, the checking step can be achieved within 0.04s
and the ratio of the total number of restricted queries over the
total number of queries is also small (within 0.15). Thus, our
proposed algorithm is efficient and effective.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we address an important issue about com-
petitive privacy which has not been studied in previous
works about sequence data integration. We propose a model
called competitive privacy in order to ensure that there is
no competitive privacy breach over the integrated data. In
order to efficiently achieve the competitive privacy, we propose
a competition-free strategy. We also conduct experiments to
show our proposed method is efficient. Although this work fo-
cus on sequence data, we believe the problem we are studying
is applicable torelational dataas well. The only reason that
we start this project with sequence data merely because this
project is initiated by a real industrial application — the joint
analysis of RFID data between several local transportation
companies. We regard the extension of competitive privacy
to relational data as our major future work.
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Appendix: Description of Computation of n[k]:
In the following, we will describe how we computen[k]

with dynamic programming approach.
In Section V-D.1, we know that, ifk = 2,

n[k] ≤ ncl
2 (6)

If k = 3, we deriven[3] as follows. Consider aparticular
sequences of length2 which contains exactly2 competitive-
sensitive nodes. Lets′ be a sequence of length3 and also a
supersequence ofs such thats′ contains exactly 3 competitive-
sensitive nodes. Since there are one additional competitive-
sensitive nodes ins′ and each competitive-sensitive node
can be any node in the generalization hierarchy containing
H nodes, we deduce that there areat most C3

1H(= 3H)
possible sequencess′. Besides, since there aren[2](= ncl

2)
possible such sequencess, the total number of restricted
queries specifying sequencess′ of length 3 which contains
exactly3 competitive-sensitive nodes, denoted byn[k] where



k = 3, is obtained as follows.

n[k] ≤ 3Hncl
2 (7)

In general,k can be an integer greater than3 (i.e., k > 3).
We can also apply a similar idea as the case whenk = 3
to derive the formula fork > 3. That is, when we analyze
n[k], we considern[k − 1]. However, if we do in this way,
the upper bound ofn[k] is quite loose. In order to analyze a
tighter upper bound ofn[k], we analyze in another way that,
when we analyzen[k], we considern[k − 2], which gives a
tighter upper bound. For the sake of space, we do not show
the loose upper bound but instead show the tight upper bound
as follows.

Consider aparticular sequences of length k − 2 which
contains exactlyk − 2 competitive-sensitive nodes. Lets′ be
a sequence of lengthk and also a supersequence ofs such
that s′ contains exactlyk competitive-sensitive nodes. Since
there are two additional competitive-sensitive nodes ins′, these
two additional competitive-sensitive nodes corresponds to one
competitive value pairs′′. Consider aparticular competitive
value pair s′′. Thus, we deduce that, with a particulars′′,
there are at mostCk

2 possible sequencess′. Since there arenc

possible competitive value pairss′′ and each of these nodes in
s′′ can be generalized to the correspondence node ins′ (where
the height of the generalization hierarchy isl), we have

ncC
k
2 l2

possible sequencess′. Besides, since there aren[k−2] possible
such sequencess, the total number of restricted queries
specifying sequencess′ of length k which contains exactly
k competitive-sensitive nodes, denoted byn[k], is obtained as
follows.

n[k] ≤ ncC
k
2 l2n[k − 2] (8)

We computen[k] in the following ordering. We first
computen[2] and n[3] with Equation (6) and Equation (7),
respectively. After that, we computen[j] with Equation (8)
iteratively in an ascending order ofj where j = 4, 5, ..., k.
Finally, we obtainn[k].


